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Proof that the remaining 10% is worth dying here. These recommendations are made by tropers for Yona Dawn fanfiction, all of which must be signed to stay on the page. Feel free to add fanfic yourself to the list, but be sure to use the template found here. You can also add to your current recommendations if you like. Refrain from
posting Conversation on the homepage though; this goes to the discussion page. The authors and websitesni yet. Stories focus on family and the friendships of the actors. Story stories or light stories from day to day. Virtually anything that is not focused on romance. What never tarnishes the anime is recommended: K Status: Full Vault:
Sometimes, zenon forgets when he is. The human mind shouldn't have lasted that long, after all. Comments: Gorgeous little fan about Shin-ah and zenon and the parallels between them. Add ReviewFleeting Odds on xSuiren Featured: godzillaslayer101 Status: Sleep Summary: When Yona finds herself stranded in the past, she decides
to make the most of her unconventional situation... avoiding the suspicions of haka and so-won concern. Add ReviewI Do not want to live on the moon Vrumian recommended: eeveelutionlover2000 Status: Full summary: It would be better if we never met. Seven years is a long time to get stuck somewhere. Long enough to forget a lot of
things - like the manga plot I read once. Comments: A realistic story where a girl from modern times gets into the plot, but many years before the canon begins. The author shows how much can change only through one person. Add ReviewA Broken Circle by ShanaStoryteller Featured: Dame-Amaryllis Status: Sleep Series; Last updated
March 2018 Synopsis: Yona sees her father being killed but manages to sneak back into his room undetected. so won then goes down the path of least resistance to become king - to marry the crown princess. Add ReviewDaemons not omniscient by Procrastination_Sensation Featured: Dame Amarillis Status: Sleep Summary: Daemons
au. One man. One damon. Two halves make up the whole. It's always been that way. But Jonah doesn't know who she is until she knows. (Hwang knows as much as she does, after all. And dragons - Dragons are not human at all. Add ReviewDrawn Fai_Gensou recommended: Hannoki Kaen Status: Full Summary: It's not just the current
generation of dragons that are drawn to Yona...... and Hiriuu is closer to the surface than anyone could have guessed. Comments: Very well done that if the story focuses on Yona being a more literal incarnation of Hiryuu then canon. I walked well, but for a long time. Some romance (Hack / Yona) but not the main focus. Add ReviewWith
Wind by Sardothein Naosukishime Featured: Tishia 546 Status: Current Now has its own page: With The Wind Summary: I come from a kingdom that was completely With the map ... but, this place is my home as much as it can be. It's my duty Take care of you, Jonah. Just like Haq. Like a warrior, and a princess. Stories focus on the
romantic relationship between the actors. Not yet. Orange Sunset and Red Dawn by Animeand Fanfic Lover Featured: Tishia 546 Status: Current Crossover with Bleacher Now has its own page: Orange Sunset and Red Dawn Summary: Orihime, eldest daughter of King Il, and older sister Yona. Happy, carefree and innocent. There are
advantages to the life of a princess. Then everything changes when she loses her first love. Now she has decided to change the kingdom of Coke into something better. But with Yona and Haq on her side, will she be able to succeed? AU later. Fiery Blush Dawn from Animeand Fanfic Lover Recommended: Tishia 546 Status: The ongoing
crossover with Naruto Now has its own page: Fiery Blush Dawn Summary: Naruko Uzumaki, currently reincarnated as Princess Yona, begins life anew. But nothing seems more like this new world as its own conflicts. With determination and her best friend, Haq, by her side, she will fix the kingdom's problems one step at a time through
her own Ninja Way. This is the fiery princess Jonah standing at the crimson blush of dawn! Yona: The Girl Standing in The Blush of Dawn (Japanese name: Akatsuki no Yona, lit: Yona of the Dawn is a manga series written by Mizuho Kusanagi whose previous works include NG Life and Mugen Spiral. It tells the story of Princess Jonah
and her followers. King Il Kouka, the country, as legends say, were founded by dragons, has no male heir, only a young daughter named Yona. As the only princess she lives a luxurious and carefree life like a princess should. She has it all: the best clothes and cosmetics, the most divine sweets, the loving emperor as a father, and the
hottest cousin to crush, so that-Vaughn, everyone could ever hope to have. Now, if only her bodyguard and childhood friend, Son Haq, wasn't so annoying, her hair wasn't so red and curly, and her father would have let her marry so-won, everything would have been just perfect. But on the day of her sixteenth birthday, her near-perfect
world is destroyed. The man she loves, so-Won, kills his father and the path to his ascension to the throne is guaranteed. Framed for this, Haq escapes with Yona, and they retreat to their hometown of Fuuga, the capital of the Wind Tribe. A man living near these lands, a priest named Ik-su, tells them about the prophecy associated with it
and the future of the country. Thus, Yona decides to continue to live, fight and survive by finding four dragon warriors, those who inherited mythical powers from their ancestors who helped the legendary dragon king, Hiryuu, create the Kouka Kingdom.An anime adaptation was produced for the anime season in the fall of 2014 Studio
Pierrot, which was licensed by Funimation for both streaming and home video, although Crunchyroll still possesses streaming as well. The manga itself was licensed by Viz Media's Shojo Beat imprint, with the first volume volume August 2016. Akatsuki but Yona contains examples: open/close all folders Tropes -E Interrupted Declaration
of Love: In Chapter 134, Haq hugs Yona and mutters that he loves her, aloud for the first time. However, due to the fact that he muttered it, Yona did not hear properly, and he refused to repeat himself afterwards. Action Girl: Yona grows into one - she becomes a fantastic archer, learns to use a sword from Haq, and develops a medium
high punch after watching Jaeha. Bodyguards Lily Tetor and Ayaura are extremely capable of fists and swords, and regularly take on opponents much more than they themselves in battle. Doug Shin introduces us to Kuren, Crown Princess Shin, who proves that she is an outstanding warrior. The act of true love: Happy Hungry Bunch
does it a lot, whether with romantic love or otherwise. It really would be impossible to list all the examples, and it will include too many spoilers, but suffice it to say, Haka's actions in volume one are just the tip of the iceberg. Actual pacifist: King Il hated guns with passion and wouldn't even let Yona touch one. He also gave away most of
the land in Cook to avoid war with neighboring countries. Tao, the second Princess Xing, was more than willing to use her own body and presence as a deterrent against attempts on her sister's life. Adaptation of distillation: In the manga, the forces of zeno are revealed in the climax of the arc, which then segues into a flashback arc
detailing its backstory, with the framing of the device it falls asleep and dreams after the battle. When his backstory was animated for a short, two-half-hour episode of OVA, Studio Pierrot missed revealing his other characters, and instead used an additional chapter from Good Morning to Good Night, about a cast having a drinking
competition like a framing device.note Minus the gag where Haq and Jae Ha try to get zenon disqualified when they realize his powes give him an advantage. Memories occur when zenon falls asleep during a drinking contest, allowing animators to get to him faster, as well as giving the rest of the characters some attention. Adorkable:
Kija and Shin-ah. Kiya is naive, but very eager to please, easily moved to tears and comically frightened by beetles. He is also often seen blushing, especially because of Yona. Shin-ah is very shy and sweet, not to mention very often, but find near constant communication with the Pet Ao team and an overwhelming love of food. Algiru can
also be seen in this way, given his extreme love of cats and his penchant for attaching nian to the ends of the names of the people he likes. Fearing his own power: Shin-Ah is afraid to use his eyes, as he can paralyze someone to death with his power and has. It seems to suffer many Seiryuu. At some point, Kija becomes less sober and
begins to fear his own power. After action Healing Drama: The series has a few examples, that the characters sometimes get into desperate situation situations Don't always escape unscathed, which makes sense, since falling from an extremely high cliff or fighting while surrounded and out of the number will do it for you. All Love Is
Unrequited: The series has a few examples. Yona was in love with so-Won, though he didn't seem to regain her affection as she wanted. Tae Jun made it clear that he wanted to marry Jonah, but she repeatedly refused him and instead continued her friendship after his strict character development. Then there are Kija and Jae-Ha, who
are both either in love with Yona or begin to fall in love with her (perhaps partly because of the blood of the dragon), however, she seems only to see them in a platonic, almost familyistic manner. Lily's love at very happily married Guen-Tae is ill-fated and even she knows and takes it. Haq loved Yona for years, but she only had eyes for
so won through most of it. Later undermined, as Yona admits in chapters 110 and 124, that she loves Haq and actually runs up to the nerve to kiss him in Chapter 137. All other deer: standard treatment of dragon warriors, outside the village of Hakuriuu. All periods of PMS: Yona suffers from abdominal cramps in Chapter 128. Princess
Tao Shin is the only person who understands this and takes care of Yona, and also use this opportunity to talk alone with her and make friends with her. Almighty janitor: Jonah was the princess of the kingdom, and Haq general. Now they are just hooligans who travel around the country incognito; however, they help more of their people
than ever before, confronting questions that never even came to their attention when they were in Hiryuu Castle. They even manage to beat so-won to the problem more than once. Alternative interpretation of the characters: There's a lot of this In-Universe, primarily regarding power figures. The most obvious case is King Il. Yona always
saw him as a loving, if somewhat ditsy, father. so-Vaughn considered him a Yu-Hon killer and unfit for the king. Some ordinary citizens considered him weak and cowardly because of its pacifist nature. Haq remained faithful to him even after his death and knew that he was not a coward (seeing him grab the blade of the sword with his
bare hands to put an end to unnecessary violence). Similarly, yu-Hon, Father Su-Won and older brother Il is another example. In Kouka, he is generally seen as a war hero and a better candidate than Il to be king. Kyung Tae has great admiration for him, and so won adored him as a child. However, Shin sees him as an evil prince who
killed his defenseless prisoners during a brutal war, the winner of which was Kouk. The enmity is so bad that when the so-called Vaughn ascended the throne seventeen years later, Princess Kuren immediately began to prepare for war. Jonah herself, having learned of this, is horrified by her uncle's actions, and seems to believe that it is
for this reason that her grandfather handed him over as his successor in his father. Father. Chaser: Hack is an unconventional example, since he's still stronger than Yona, and he loved her long before she took the level in Badass, but he's clearly proud of his badassery and finds her growing strength a major twist on. Funny injury: It's
done from time to time, usually by Jaa-Ha, who... I think I like it. Excruciating Declaration of Love: Hack does it in chapter 152, only to replace the alarmed with the wicked, and you've pretty much got the picture. Well, to be precise, it starts excruciatingly, but gets angry because of Haka's frustration with Yona being so dense. More
recently, in chapter 174, Yona, barely conscious after the ordeal she faced during her kidnapping of the Tully tribe, thinks of Haq and says aloud that she loves him... While Haq conveniently carries her to safety. The look on his face speaks for itself. Annoying Arrows: This is preventable, as the series always takes arrow wounds seriously.
At any point when the characters seem to take them lightly, they actually try to convey it as a flesh wound. Annoying patient: Every this is to Yoon, excluding Yona. Antagonist in mourning: He may have killed her father and tried to kill her, but so-Won is visibly shocked when a similarly distraught Tae-jung informs him of the alleged death
of Jonah and Haq. Everywhere except their lips: Haq presses a kiss on Yona's forehead several times, although there have been a few occasions he was close enough to kiss her. The implication is that he believes that Yona still harbors unresolved feelings for the so-Vaughn and a kiss on the forehead is a safer route for him to cope with
his feelings. Yona is unsnuwed in chapter 137 and again in chapter 175 when she gives Haq a power kiss. The second time he reciprocates. Arm and leg: At some point, he loses both hands, and even his head, but recovers. Arranged marriage: Called by Counselor Keisuk. He claims that there were rumors that King Il planned to offer
Jonah's hand in his marriage to Haq and call him the heir. Mundeok was the unofficial one set up between Ayame and Haq, who they both proceeded to completely ignore-Ayame even get into a long-term relationship with another member of the Wind Tribe. According to the Word of God, the marriage of Suu Kyi and Iguni was arranged.
Evolution of art: Since manga has been running for ten years, it is natural that the artistic style of the manga has changed from the earliest chapters. It's barely noticeable if you're reading manga in chronological order, however the difference is much sharper when comparing the last chapters with the first few volumes side by side that said
the difference is still not as strong as it is in many other lengthy series. Asskicking Equality: The generals of the five tribes are usually extremely strong warriors. The Wind Tribe even specifically chooses its strongest fighter to be its general. Attractive Bent-Gender: Yoon is able to look convincing as a girl. It helps that he gets mistaken for
Constantly. Kija... Not Not A lot. Back-to-back Badasses: Hack and Dragon Warriors pull is not uncommon. Also in Chapter 121, Haq does so with Mundeok and Kyung Tae. It is also a standard combat tactic of Ayara and Tetor. Five Stars Of The Blues pull this off from time to time as well. Badass Charming: Yona grows up to be deadly
as she is beautiful. Xenon, too, under his constant smile, is arguably the most lethal member of the entire Badass Yona team. He is incapable of dying and becomes completely invulnerable when he has sufficiently regenerated, and has been gifted with the ability to jump high, super-strength and increased endurance. Badass Crew:
Happy Hungry Bunch is one: four dragon warriors are formidable enemies, Yoon's mind is nothing to sniff, Yona becomes a strong warrior herself, and Haq Badass Is a Normal One Man Army. Ava's Pirates are a formidable crew and have caused havoc against the corrupt elements of Ava for years. Badass in distress: This happens to
Haq repeatedly, especially when he fell from a very high cliff with Yona and made sure to soften her fall, usually it's because one man's army isn't quite enough when also protecting someone, so he ends up biting off more than even he can chew. Once she has taken the level in Badass, there are several times when yona's new found
strength is not quite enough. This is also applied to the four Dragon Warriors during the Sin Arc, in which they are beaten and imprisoned without receiving any treatment. They managed to get quite a good look, but it's still very them. Badass Normal: Although he travels with a bunch of dragon-people, Haq is one of the, if not, strongest in
the group (he's on par with dragon warriors, even when wounded). He is also the only member of the group who has never been captured. Battle of Butler: Tetora and Ayura serve as Lily's attendants and bodyguards. Bash Brothers: Haq, Kija, Shin-Ah, and Jae Ha - and sometimes zenon, but only if things get very heavy and he has to
intervene - regularly fight together and defend each other to pull out large swarms of enemies. Kija even likes to consider the Dragon Warriors as real brothers, despite the lack of blood relations between any of them (Guen, the original warrior hakuryuu, had the same thoughts). Similarly, zenon and other original dragon warriors have
come to feel this way about each other, so zeno treats his successors like his nephews. Beauty and goodness: played with. While the main cast is either beautiful or beautiful, no less beautiful so-Vaughn was the one who killed Yona's father. Decent look and Jerkass Tae-joon started very focused, but eventually took a level of kindness.
On the other hand, there is also the psychopathic example of Miziri, who can be quite cute when he doesn't wear his Slasher Smile- and very clearly evil Hiyou, who is a bit of Dandy and is described as a young species. Berserk Button: Seriously, don't hurt Yona, you know what's good for you. Hack and and fiercely defends her, but it was
the sweet, shy Sheen-Ah who demonstrated this by brutally attacking the thugs who harmed her in Chapter 50. Injuring any member of Happy Hungry Bunch is a very bad idea with zenon around. He has absolutely no reservations in revitalizing his powers to protect them. so-Vaughn acts as one of them for Haq. The thought of him



tended to instantly sour his mood and just the look of it was enough to send Hack to Unstoppable Rage in Chapter 91. Later chapters imply that Haq himself is one of the ju-doh. Betty and Veronica: So-Won and Haq, with Yona as our designated Archie, at first glance follow this trail-down to the blonde, brunette, red-colored gamut. We
have a gentle, kind, and blond so-Vaughn and roguishly handsome, mischievous, and dark-haired Haq. This, however, is preventable when we find out our Betty is not as sweet as he allowed next. Betty and Veronica Switch: So-Vaughn, who appears to be our Betty, kills Yona's father and usurps the throne. The hack, which seems to be
our Veronica, follows and protects Yona with his life, despite the fact that he is no longer paid to do so ... Who should be sweet and kind again? Beware of quiet: Shin-Ah is literally (see Berserk buttons). In addition, the tribe of water follows the analogy with water, usually peaceful, but capable of becoming a raging storm or broken dam.
Big Brother Instinct: Hack has this in relation to many other children in the Wind tribe, many of whom consider him their older brother, despite the absence of any actual blood relationship. He also had this somewhat to Yona and so-Won when they were very young, even calling the so-Won to comment on how Hak acted the way he
represented Big Brother. Kija also has the instinct of an older brother when it comes to Shin-Ah. When the strangely acting Shin-Ah didn't know who Ao was, Kija was the first to realize that it wasn't Shin-Ah. After he learns that Shin-Ah is obsessed with the ghost of the previous Seiriu, his demand is straight: Bring back my little brother,
and he offers himself in the place of Shin-A. Jae Ha takes on the other Dragons. In one of the additional chapters, he followed Kija and Shin-Ahm, who blindly jumped into the river and defended him when the bear attacked him, forgetting that he would obviously survive the attack. He has a more subtle version of all the dragon warriors
because he sees them as children of Geen, Abi, and Schuten. Fortunately, he was their younger brother, as the youngest of the original dragon warriors. Big Brother mentor: Kija wanted to be such Shin-Ahu, claiming that he would offer advice on whether to be a dragon warrior, and telling Shin-ahu to call him big brother as soon as he
joined the group. Big Damn Heroes: Haq appears seemingly out of nowhere to save Yona in the second chapter/episode just before is about to be killed by soldiers so-Won. As the story progresses, with the exception of Yong, all Happy Hungry Banch, and even a few other characters pull this, more for others than each other. Big Damn
Kiss: Yona and Haq have their own in chapter 175, escaping the fire after the war. Big damn kiss really. Biseinen: Most of the male main cast are very attractive, usually straddling the lines between this and the Hunk, especially Hack and Dragon Warriors (minus zenon), it's often a lampshade. So-Won, most generals Kouka, the original
warriors of the dragon, King Hiryuu, and five stars Xing all fit this model as well. Bishunen: Both Yong and Xenon, as they look younger and less constructed than the rest of the main male cast, are nonetheless considered attractive. Mizari also kind of fits this trail when not a creepy kid this time. And then there's Tae Yong... In flashbacks
to their childhood, Haq, So-Vaughn, and Dragon Warriors all fit it like a glove. Bitch in sheep's clothing: Lady Lily meets a woman whose son mysteriously disappeared while Lily studies the drug nadai smuggled into her tribe. This woman is a merchant whose job is to kidnap to make slaves for his country, one that supplies nadai. Blessed
with sucking: Shin-Ah's eyes, after activation, are difficult to control. If he uses them in any effect, the effects backfire on him and he drops to counteract how one-sided it is as an attack. The immortality of zenon has several layers of this: he never gets sick, he is still seventeen even after about two thousand years, he has a healing factor,
and any truly significant trauma causes his body to regenerate as impenetrable scales of the dragon. However, he also outlived his wife, all his friends and his loved ones; people are uncomfortable with the way it appearance never changes; and he has to go through a lot of debilitating pain and trauma before his body is strong enough to
put up with the struggle. Also, even he is disgusted by the unnatural way his body refuses to die, no matter how many times he is dismembered at some point he states that he is quite sure that he will still be around after the end of the world. Bling War: Justified and played with. When so-won plays war with Kyung Tae, it ensures that they
wear custom-made jewelry. Turns out he advertised gems from a local quarry to stimulate the economy. Blonde, brunette, Red: Swan, Hack and Jonah, respectively. Blood Knight: Hack, Mandeok and many other members of the Wind Tribe love to fight, but not war. The general of the Earth tribe, Lee Geun-tae, loves fighting and is more
than excited when so-won seemingly plans to start a war, mainly because he feels his place on the battlefield. so-Vaughn's father, Yu-Hon, had it, very definitely so. Bodyguard Crush: Haq loved Yona even longer than he was her appointed bodyguard. eventually becomes reciprocal. Kija, one of the dragon warriors of Yona and therefore
sworn defenders, suffers from frequent cases of Crush Blush Blush While she praises him and wonders why her sleep next to Haq makes her breasts tight. While he's not sure whether it's his own feelings or the dragon's blood effect, Jae-Ha is another of yona's dragon warriors- also harboring some attraction to it. He also uses the fact
that Yona is only sixteen and he is 25 as a reason not to pursue it. In the anime there are some subtle clues that Shin-Ah, another dragon warrior, may also be innocently in love with Jonah. He tries to give her studs, as so-Won did, and the idea of her abandoning him stings him more than anyone else. In the manga, he doesn't seem to
have such feelings, rather, his love for it seems to be family. According to the Word of God, Algira has romantic feelings for Princess Tao. Bodyguard Badass: Despite her height, Yona still needs bodyguards. Anc? Not much, but she insists they protect him too (partially justified by the injuries he gets in volume three). Body Horror: Shin-
Ah and zeno credentials have strong elements of this. Shin-aha's forces are manifested as terrible visions of dragons eating the victim alive, and the forces of zenon cannot be fully activated until it is completely disfigured. His body will literally resew itself together no matter how fatal the injury he gets. Dragon Intimidation: Literally, since it
was the fate of the Dragon Warriors, with the exception of Hakuriou. The villages of Sayyou and Ryokuruu have brutally abused their dragon warriors for generations, despite the fact that they have power and pose a significant threat to normal people like them. Butt Monkey: Kang Tae-jung, first. Omake reveals what would happen if he
married Yona and become king: so-Vaughn works things out, Yona absolutely has no idea of his feelings and still loves so-won, and, to the top of it all, Haq follows them everywhere to make sure he's not trying anything perverted... On the orders of the Jonah. Hair: At the beginning of the story, Tae Jun grabs Yona with her long red hair.
Her solution is to cut it. Cain and Abel: If you believe so-how, Il killed his older brother Yu-Hon. The Call knows where you live: For all the dragons except zenon, who knows where the Call lives and just appears to join. Call to put me on hold: Inverted with zenon, instead he put the call on hold. Starring Full Pretty Boys: Few Men Ever
Drawn to Be Ugly; There are some simple ones, though. Catch the phrase: Yoon is I am a genius handsome boy. It also gets a lot of mileage from it's so troublesome. Accidental Dialogue Danger: Haq loves to mouth off during the battle and does it all the time with dragon warriors and anyone else he fights along the side. During the
fighting in the fortress of Sei, Mandeok has such an exchange with Kyung Tae. When Haq and Cuelbo finally meet in battle, they basically egg each other on in a surprisingly random way. Celibate Hero: Character: This series has it in spades as almost every important character experiences it. Yona changes from sweet, sweet, girl to
steady, bully, and active leader. Hack learns to be more expressive and rely on your friends rather than try to do everything alone. Once he was only concerned about self-preservation, but now he is ready to take blows for his friends. Kiya loses most of his protected aristocrat persona and grows too to accept and cherish people beyond
the legend of the dragon. Shin-Ah learns about the value of communication and has taken steps not to be afraid of his own forces, actively using them to protect his friends. Eventually he starts to go maskless around his friends and talk more, even going so far as to speak for Yona when her throat hurts. Jae Ha changes from giving up
everything related to the Brotherhood of the Dragon to acting as the older brother of the four dragons. Spoiled Brother and Jerkass Taejun took the level in kindness and became the best person who cares for the poor citizens of the Fire Brigade. Lily goes from being all the talk to being able to support her ambition of supporting her father
and the water tribe to being easily the second most powerful man of the tribe. He is a static character until about chapter 106, which makes sense, since much of his character's development occurred in the first two thousand years or so of his life. Once the rest of the cast learns its true nature, however, it slowly begins to be more
authentic and less over-the-top wacky, though it never loses its folly. Eventually he gets more honest about what he thinks and even trusts Yona that he's not sure he remembers Hiryuu all that well. In Chapter 170, he actually gets frustrated enough to shout at Shin-ah and Jaeha for not being willing to hurt him despite being given exactly
permission and usurping his position as the oldest brother dragon, respectively. Character-Magnetic Team: Seriously. He gets to the point where he just shows up by the campfire of the group and decides to stay. Chick Magnet: Haq and Jae-ha are the ones who get girls to swarm over them most often, but all male members of Happy
Hungry Bunch are shown to be popular with girls anyway. Jae Ha is the only one who revels in it. Childhood Friends: Yona, Haq, and so-Won grew up together as children. One flashback even features all three of them getting sick at the same time. Childhood Friend Romance: Just as Yona has been in love with so-won since childhood,
Haq has been in love with her ever since too. However, he always maintained a relationship between them as they were both equally important to him. Later, Jonah falls in love with Haka. Knight pervert: Jae Ha has spent a lot of his free time in brothels, but he is nothing but a gentleman for women there and anywhere, often going out of
his way to help or save them, sometimes to the detriment of himself. Favorite: Yona. Legends said that one day the red-haired royal would gather together four dragons again. This is zenon in Chapter 121, as she she of Hiryuu, also confirmed later in the so-won memoirs of King Il. Cloud Cuckoo Lander: While most of the characters lack
these characteristics, several characters have bouts of this, including Yona, who at one point tries to cut her hair with an axe until Yoon stops her. There's also zenon, who initially tries to warm up the sick Kaia by putting boxes on her. Total Immortality: zenon is 100% unkillable as part of his powers, like Ouryuu, or yellow dragon. He can
and has experienced severe hunger, burning alive and beheading. Conditional forces: The forces of the Four Dragons are limited to the distance to Hiriuu Castle, where king Hiriuu's soul will be fixed. The farther they are from the castle, the less their strength is manifested. This is somewhat true of the zenon, as its regeneration is much
slower outside the Kingdom. Cool Old Guy: Son of Mundeok, Hack's adopted grandfather. He is a strict but extremely honorable badass retiree with a tendency to take and care for orphaned children... and give people candy as a reward for bravery. Cool Old Lady: Kiya's grandmother, who raised several generations of Hakuryuu and
seems to be one of the most energetic personalities in the entire village of Hakuryuu. Captain Guy-Gan, the commander of the pirate crew. She's a rude but caring mother to her people who own throwing knives with decidedly un-deadly precision. Costume Porn: The mangaka puts a generous amount of detail in the clothes. Cover
Innocent Eyes and Ears: Tae-we and Hyun-da cover Tae Yong's eyes when they witness Haq getting very close to Jonah (to give her cover to hide her identity), Haq immediately corrects them that there is nothing his younger brother shouldn't see. Creepy Baby: Mizari is quite young (sixteen according to the Word of God) and rather
unsettling with his Slasher Smile and creepy eyes. Crouching Moron, Hidden Badass: zenon seems to be at first with a seemingly careless attitude. In his first appearance, he crumples like a wet paper towel when Haq hits him, but while the blow hurts, the strength of zeno would have healed him quickly. In his arc backstory, we learn that
after Hiriuu's death, he functioned as an army man, preventing the invasion all by himself. Algira. He's a strange, adorkable guy with an obsession with cats and a tendency to tack nyan on the end of people's names. He is also one of the five stars of the Shin, i.e. the strongest fighters in Xing, as the strongest among them. Cry Cute: Yona
stays as cute and cute while crying. Cuddle bug: zenon has a habit of glomping or cuddling with the next person. Apparently, he likes to sleep next to Shin-Ah (because his fur piece is warm). Curb-Stomp Battle: Anyone who fights against a hack or four dragons will lead to this, especially if all of them are involved. Similarly, General Gong
Tae, all the strongest members of the Wind Tribe (personally trained by Mundeok), and the Five Stars of The Shin, tend to do though not to the same extent. In the past, the original four dragon warriors and Hiryuu used to pull this, minus zenon, in the first place. Cut himself shaving: After his uncontrollable rage when Haq notices a bruise
he left on Kiya's face, Kija claims it was a mosquito bite. Cute Clumsy Girl: Ik-so is an example for men; At one point, when their cottage appears to be destroyed, Yoon rushes into the mind that something terrible has happened to him, ick-so just knocked things over while hungry. Cutie: The son of Tae Yong, the younger brother of Haq, is
and adores the entire Wind Tribe. Whenever they try to convince Haq to visit, they mention the child. Cycle of vengeance: King Il allegedly killed Su-Woon's father Yu-Hon, so so-won killed him... in front of his daughter (not that he noticed initially). Will Yona actually continue the cycle is still to be seen. And Yu-Hon's death was
immediately after Yona was kidnapped as a child and not long after her mother was killed. There's also the entire kingdom of Shin, whose anger is Kouka for the actions of the late Yu-Hon definitely goes in that direction. Later, the priest Gobi deliberately manipulates people, using this trend. Dance Party Ending: The end of Ava's arc has
an entire city celebration. Although the happy mood soured, at least for Jonah and Haq, when Jonah suddenly collides with so-won. Dangerous 16th birthday: On the night of Yona's 16th birthday celebrations, her cousin kills her father and she and her bodyguard become fugitives. Damsel from South Carolina: Many characters have
examples of this, especially Haq. It's basically par for the course when it comes to important characters. Even Ao/Pukyuu may have Silent Snarker, and when the shy, silent Shin-ah finally begins to join him in chapter 170, zenon points this out. Also, so-won, another important character, apparently lacking this quality, at the beginning of
chapter 75, makes a remarkable blow to Lee Hazara, after he helped Kang Su-Jin, a general of the tribe of fire, in an attempt to rise up and lost, thanking the guy for taking care of the Fire tribe. Death Glitter: The power of Shin-A, like Seiryuu is literally an example where, if activated, it is able to aim and paralyze limbs and organs. Yona
pulls this on occasion; Yang Kum-ji compares his eyes to the eyes of the beast and renounces his suspicions that she is a princess because of it. Ever it has one, it's really quite impressive. Hack has been a pretty gnarled one for years. He even managed to intimidate an adult with him at the age of nine, and almost a decade later that the
same man is still afraid of him and cites his Death Glare as a great reason why. All the strong fighters of the series are a lot capable of doing so, but HHB together (even tiny Yoon and zenon!) pulled out pretty scary glare when Yona was kidnapped by smuggler Nadai and when Haq was under threat Child's death: In Chapter 29, officers
from Ava beat the child until he Breath. A child killed by bandits in chapter 49. Mizari, who was only sixteen years old, dies at the end of the Sin arc. Debut turn: The first few arcs are spent introducing and creating all members of Happy Hungry Bunch and chief antagonist. Beheading strike: This is what Yu-Hon did to make Shin hate and
fear Kouka so much, besides the victims were prisoners he promised to return. Dented Iron: Hack at first seems to be made of iron, but he gets injured and injuries take a toll on him. His more or less functioning independent is a combination of his strength and indomitable will. Determinist: Crawl on a dangerously high rock, where one
false move means certain death? Trembling and crying in fear, trying not to be cast said certain death by high-speed winds? Ok. But Yona will get these herbs, even if she has to do it a second time. In fact, Yona tends to take this approach fair a bit after she has taken the level in Badass. Haq has such an attitude when it comes to
defending Yona: he will defend it, even if he has been poisoned or broken bones, he will fight until he collapses and then stand up and do it again. It is to such an extent that he can keep up with the White Dragon Hand with broken ribs, which makes Kiju wonder whether Haq is a monster. Don't think it's through: In the extra chapter Please
excuse us for our negligence, after Ao/Pukyuu accidentally fell into the river, Shin-Ah jumps in with Kiya following right behind, not realizing that they don't take off their clothes or how fast the water is coming. Jae Ha quickly saved them with irritation. Immediately after that, Jae Ha tries to protect zenon by fighting the bear. He should
remind him later that he is immortal, and Jae Ha basically did it for nothing. In chapter 137, Yona notes that Hak seems extremely uneasy to let her ride without it. As a farewell, she grabs him by the hem of his cloak and plants a power kiss on him. It certainly did more to shock him than it did to comfort him and Yona later sharply
admonishes herself for a manageable impulse. Died standing: This happens to Neguro in chapter 143, which is even entitled This body is unshakable. A little later, reflexively throwing a comrade out of the path of the arrow, he falls from the knockdown, but if it did not happen, he would have remained standing. In fact, even then, His.
Joints. Do not. Move. Dig himself deeper: Jae Ha wanted Haq to join his pirate gang, but asked him, holding Haka by the arms and telling Haq that he wanted him. When Haq naturally refused, Jae-ha began hugging Haq, saying that Haq was a handsome man and that they should continue their conversation in private. The fun is coming.
Yona in chapters 151 and 152, telling Haq that he can leave the Happy Hungry Bunch to return home to the Wind Tribe and his fiance. First she tells him that her Forceful Kiss was a greeting, and then apologizes for it, and then him that he is free to leave. Get away. The next day she spends all morning avoiding and repelling him in an
attempt to stop burdening him, hurting his feelings more and more in each attempt to allow him more personal freedom. Vanished Dad: Pretty much the characters have this. The birth of Shin-A's father is never mentioned, nor is either the parent of Jeaha, Yoon or Hak (although Yoon and Hak find surrogate father-figures in Ik-su and
Mundeok, respectively). Of course, Jonah's fathers, Kiji and Su-Won are dead. Dragons Divine: Four dragons (blue, white, green and gold) are essentially gods who have provided blood to create dragon warriors to protect their master, Hiryuu, a red dragon who incarnated as a man and became king. Each generation produces a new
dragon warrior of every type, except for zenon, until the reincarnation of the red dragon comes looking for them. Dreaming of the gays: In an additional chapter on Sleep Tight Tonight, which happened before the manga, Jonah told Haq that she dreamed that they were leaving and running away from the castle. From what Ik Su said, the
second part is what would have happened if they hadn't met the Dragon Warriors. Dude looks like a lady: Although there are many beautiful men, it is only the self-proclaimed genius of a handsome boy, Yoon, someone who is repeatedly mistaken for a girl and can convincingly dress up as one. Dying to be replaced: Once a new Dragon
Warrior is born, the previous one slowly loses his powers and then his life. Dysfunction Junction: Happy Hungry Bunch is all this to varying degrees: Yona and Haq directly suffer from PTSD after Suwon's betrayal. Kiji mostly had a happy childhood, almost spoiled by his village because of his status as the White Dragon. But an additional
chapter revealed that his father attacked and left a scar on his back when he was born. Consequently, Kija stayed away from his father for most of his life. He also had to deal with some very aggressive women, to the extent that he has some injuries. All Seiryuu are considered cursed monsters by their own people who refuse to approach
them or talk to them. This is to the extent that Shin-A's mother committed suicide when she found out that she had given birth to a new Seiryuu. Shin-Aha's isolation was so complete that he had only the envious Seiriu, Ao, as a companion that had not lasted too long since Ao died when Shin-Ahou was four years old. And let's not forget
that he didn't even have a name. Jae Ha spent most of his childhood chained by villagers and guarded by the previous Rokuryuu so he did not run away, let alone said the predecessor would beat him. Thanks to his immortality, he outlived everyone he cared about, knowing that he would never be able to follow them. He had to watch all
his loved ones age sick and die while he remained as young as he was when he first became Ouryuu He also concerned about how inhumane his regeneration is. Yen Yong's parents died when he was quite young, and he spent most of his early childhood alone consistently on the brink of starvation until he was happily adopted by Ik-su.
Early Installment Weirdness: In some early colored works of art, so-Vaughn, Haq and zenon appeared with brown eyes rather than their later green and blue hues. During The Xing Arc, Algir spoils his words during his character moment creation and continues to never do it again. Elementary nation: Understated. While the
provinces/tribes of Cookie are named after the elements (Earth, Fire, Wind, Water and Sky) and the performances of their leaders somewhat evoke the colors associated with these elements, in the world very little magic in general. Enemy civil war: The tribes of Fire against so-Won, and Yona and Co. must help prevent the coup from
alarming the country. Enemy mine: after the abduction of Jonah, Jae Ha, Yun and Xenon (see Team Willian); Haq, Kija, and Shin-ah reluctantly turn to Kye Sook for help to save them. Kye Sook agrees solely in the interest of keeping the dragons out of the hands of Cookie's enemies. Attracting Conversation: Yoon gets a marriage
proposal from several people as soon as they try his cooking, mostly from men. In Chapter 95, a twelve-year-old boy asks Jona to become his bride after she impresses him with his archery - a proposal she quickly rejects. The toddler begins rejecting her rejection, but soon proceeds to offer Yoon after deciding that he was good. Making a
character moment: Hack's very first appearance in which he claims there was nothing wrong with Yona's hair, and her head firmly cements him as deadpan snarker he is. Not only that, it shows his role as Yona's bodyguard and the casual manner of their relationship. Shin-Ah first appeared, rescuing a stranger to Ion, from the kidnapper
and helping her to return to his friends. The first appearance of zenon, in which he appears out of nowhere because he smells of food, by hand confirms that he Ouryuu, like everyone else flips, and accepts the offer to join the group before Yona even finishes asking, makes him very clear very early on how stupid and spontaneous the
character he is. Also, kind of played with, is that while all of the above is true, many of his weirdest acts (his supposedly smelling foods that haven't even cooked yet, or his joining the group quick out of anyone) are actually clues that he was following them all the time. Much later, Algira introduces himself by beating up a man who tried to
kill a cat as an example of what people should do with what he was compared to before and scolds the guy for it, while spoiling his own words. Each scar has its own story: Usually this is not the case for this series, but there are a few cases to the contrary. First, there's Kidja, who isn't actually asked about it at first, because Jae-ha
realized that definitely came from the Dragon Claw; later, thinking he had accidentally done it to himself, he asks, only only unusually pithy answer for this trail:Kija: Scar? Oh, is that? It was done by my predecessor, my father. The shocking Jae-Ha is even more so that this backstory isn't even that Kija is gloomy or troubled, as Kija
explains for him, the scar is a sign of his father's desire to serve Hiryuu and the only time his father touched him. In flashbacks, Kiya even says he would be okay with scar staying with him all his life. The origin of Neguro's scars is shown in Flashback, not anyone asking or explaining it, it still matters though. Everyone can see it: everyone
in the palace, except King Il, could see that Yona was head over heels in love with so-Won, who was also oblivious. It is obvious to most people that Haq has feelings for Yona, despite the fact that he does his best to hide it. Later, it becomes very obvious to others that Yona and Haq like each other. It gets so bad that even the arc villain
figures him, while Haq is left oblivious. Everyone called him Barkeep: Shin-Ah was known only as Seiryuu, his birth parents did not bother to give him a name, and not even the previous Seiryuuu, Ao, who took care of him thought to give him one (it seems that Ao was just a nickname Shin-Ah for him from another Japanese reading blue).
Angry Prince: The late Yu-Hon may have had it; he is, of course, a streak of despotism. Eye Creek: Mizari inflicts this on the killer in Chapter 144, using an arrow the guy shot him. He allegedly did it to himself to see if he would get the powers of Seiryuu, and ... was disappointed that his eyes just became super hard. Tropes F-J Family of
Choice: Dark Dragon and Happy Hungry Bunch. Facial composite failure: Haq and Jae Ha get wanted posters after causing trouble in Ava. Jae Ha finds Haq cheerful, but when he sees his, he immediately burns him. Fallen Princess: Yona starts spoiled and pampered princess, and loses all that status right in the first few chapters as her
father is killed and she goes on the run. Fantasy Counterpart Culture: The series takes a lot of inspiration from ancient China and Korea, with some Japanese culture thrown in. The Kingdom of Kouka is inspired by the Kingdom of Goguryeo, while neighbouring Sei and Xin are based on Baekje and Silla, respectively. You can also see that
the three kingdoms are located on the peninsula in the manga, and that they almost have the same layout as their real counterparts. Kai's Empire is also based on ancient China (perhaps the Sui or Tang dynasty). There are a few notable differences (for example, it was Sylla who united the peninsula, with the help of Tan), but even the
crown so-Vaughn wears during his coronation is a reference. Father of his men: Or more as a mother to her crew. Pirate Captain Guy-Gan looks like a strict but caring mother to her people. This extends to Yona Mandeok Mandeok treat many of Fuuga's younger warriors and citizens as their family, which earns him a lot of respect by
fooling his soldiers. Remarkably prevented with Kang Suu Kyi. In his madness, he wanted to send his army to their certain death to make him king and was eventually killed by one of his men with tears in his eyes. Feel No Pain: Prevented with zenon, despite his strength, but he usually shows no reaction to it, although he is used to it. The
final first hug: Kiji's only interaction with his father and predecessor: when he was born, and his father noticed that his own son was his successor, Kiji's father scratched his back, leaving quite a few scars. As a result, Kija could only talk to his father with an escort, and only when Kija sneaks into his father's room to see him on his
deathbed does they actually touch each other. This also doubles as dead in your Tonight arms. Fiery friends: Haq and Kija. They started out as rivals, Kija even tried to pay Haq to leave, and was very annoyed by the nickname White Snake Haq, invented for him. However, they get closer as friends, Kija eventually asks Haka to start
calling him brother, and Haq notices that after a while Kija began to respond to the White Snake as a nickname rather than an insult. Haq and Jaha shared similar relationships, starting constantly with snipers on each other, but later they became close friends to the point that they often talk and share drinks together. Kija and Jaha are
even those who came up and defended Haq when Joo Do threatened him. In the flashback of zenon, the original Four Dragon Warriors are shown at first have teeth compressed teamwork, but later seems to escalate into a close, fraternal friendship. The First Cut is the Deepest: Yona's huge love for so-Won and his subsequent betrayal
left her with serious emotional baggage. In a non-romantic way, Hack also has it to so-win. Since so-Won was the man he trusted the most, Yona believes that Haq will never be able to forgive him, and it is a little difficult to recognize how much his new comrades mean to him because of it. The first episode of Twist: What is the naive
princess that appears on the second page? The front page has its future self acting badass as usual. so-Vaughn kills King Il in the first chapter. The basis of the name: Shin-Ah was the first of the Dragons to call Jonah by his name, not your Highness or Princess. Others then asked her if they could do the same. With Haq, as Jonah
specifically asked him to continue to refer to her as before, so he did not forget that she is the daughter of King Il.Foil: Kija and Jae-ha. They are characterized as almost complete opposites and draw a lot of contrast with each other because of this. Their character development also follows the opposite path: Kija learns to loosen his hard
grip on the ideal of the brotherhood of dragons, and Jae Ha learns value in relationships within this group. Kuren and and to Yona and Hak, with quite clear parallels down to the lady and knight dynamic and important haircut. If Yona had made different decisions on how to respond to Suwon's betrayal, it was not hard to imagine her and
Haq after the same tragic path Kuren and Neguro chose. Il and Yuhon. They basically represent the opposites of the two extremes; pacifism to the point of neglect, and control to the point of tyranny. Power kiss: Shortly before she breaks up with Haq in chapter 137, Jonah grabs the hood of the cloak and kisses him in front of Vold, Algir,
Ogi and Minsou. The fun ensues as she quickly retreats, causing Haq wide-eyed and babbling. Foreshadowing: As for zenon, there's plenty once you back off. All this points to its true nature as the immortal, original Ouryuu of the story that followed Yona to see whether it is worthy of the power of dragons. He asks her to point blank what
she plans to do, now that she has the power of the four dragons, whether she plans to take revenge so-Vaughn and restore herself to the throne, and when others object that they don't have the power to do so, he's sure they do. The four dragon warriors were not together, so there would be no way for him to be so sure of not being there
and witnessing their power for himself. He also recognizes people like Su Won and Tae Jun, although he should never have been able to meet them. He's been following Jona since the beginning. There's a gag where he calls the young lady's old grandmother. He is about two thousand years old; compared to him, everyone is young.
Frame-Up: So-Won deliberately put the suspicion of killing Yona's father on Haq after he and Yona mysteriously left the palace. Mandeok, Haka's grandfather, doesn't buy it for a second. Freeze-Frame Bonus: In the first opening of the anime, apart from the color of their hair and clothing, the original Four Dragons do not have the same
taste in clothing, arms or hair as their descendants. The first Green Dragon has the same haircut as Jae Ha, but uses polearm or staff instead of knives and wears the clothes of the kingdom of Coke, unlike the Kai Empire. The first White Dragon uses its claws like Kia, but looks much rougher (Sleeves Are for Wimps, dirty hair and open
chest) than Kija (long robe and sleeves, straight hair, high neckline). The first Blue Dragon uses a sword like Shin-Ah, but looks more well-groomed (implied by Prim and Proper Bun, well made clothes) compared to Shin-Ah (Pelta the Barbarian in his giant wig and his clothes). There's almost no difference between zenon and the first
yellow dragon because they are the same person. Friend in need: When Yona was attacked in the castle after witnessing her father's death, Hak was one of the only men (along with Minsoo) who protected her from the so-Won soldiers, demonstrating his absolute loyalty to her. Later, as Yona and Haq meet and look for the rest of the
Hungry Bunch, Yong and the four dragons decide to follow and defend Yona, despite her fugitive status, and will soon grow up to become true companions. Friendless Von: Shin-Ah was the worst where his entire village avoided him and his own mother killed herself when she found out that she had given birth to the next Seiryuu. His only
companion was his parent figure, see which saw Seiriu, Ao, and which ended when Shin-Ahu was four years old, thanks to a poor guy dying. From Nobody's Nightmare: Jonah went from a spoiled princess, unaware of what's going on across the kingdom, to one of the most dangerous figures who may have a chance to unravel Su-Won's
reign. It is good that Yuna has no plans to receive the throne yet, but its influence has reached the point where Keisuk makes them an offer, which they can not refuse, so as not to risk a civil war. General of the Front: Most often, The Cooks generals fight alongside their soldiers in battle. Gadfly: Hack it though he avoids teasing people
about their actual insecurities (he may mention them, but that's as far as he goes); Jonah even tells Kija that being a bully is Haq's hobby. The land tribe of General Lee Gun-Tae has it to some extent, constantly teasing those around him, especially the very serious Ju-Do. Game-Breaking Injury: Yona gets one when she and Lily run away
from Sei's army. Haq gets one by his side, while leading Kouka against The Thalley Army. Although he manages to stand up and keep fighting, it is clear soon after the pain and bloodsucker takes a heavy toll on him. Gondor calls for help: Tae Jun lights the Lighthouse of the Tribe of Fire to signal that the Kai Empire is invading Kuku. This
ended up delaying the Kouka invasion of The Sin and cutting the invading force that Su-Won had gathered for the invasion twice, having to spend 10,000 soldiers to strengthen the tribe of fire ... The problem is that there was no invasion and it was just a ploy for Yona to be able to reach Su-Won with the terms of the negotiations. Adding
insult to injury, Kai Empire ends the invasion anyway, giving Tae Jun an alibi to save face in front of his brother. Good not bland: the kind and sweet Yona was the one who shot Yang Kum-ji. And that's just the beginning. Good King: King Il was initially presented as this, but in fact, although well-intentioned, he may have been pretty
middling. So far so-won it, Haq and Yona aside. Good scars, evil scars: the series has more examples of good scars than evil ones. For heroic characters: Son Mundeok has a scar on his right eye (he's an elderly war hero) and Kiya has a set on his back (this is explained in his backstory). While not heroic beyond say, there is also The
New York Five Stars of Shin, whose face has three very famous ones. The morally gray Han Ju-Do has one on his jaw (it actually seems to refer to his trigger temper hair, since its shape resembles a convex vein). For villains, there is Hiyou, who is pretty obsessed with scar on the forehead, which gets worse after Yona adds to it.
Bizarrely, characters such as Haq, note (only in the manga; the anime adds a long and prominent scar on the chest he received from the soldiers of Tae Jun in chapter nine) Shin-Ah, and Jae-Ha apparently lack scars, despite all the injuries they endure during the series (Kija also never gets more; it is justified with zeno alone); also Yona
never seems to get anyone to despite some significant injuries (it could be that Kusanagi-sensei simply doesn't bother to draw them, however). The good thing you can heal is: the power of the zeno immortality. He does not age and will heal from any wound, even beheading. When he gets serious injuries, he will also get super strength.
Ha Ha No: Ha hack pulls a no-laughs version of this during the Xing arc (particularly chapter 145) after Yoon noticed that Haq was injured... again and asked whether Haq was some kind of pervert. Haq replies: Haq: Yes, yes, don't I look like a guy who likes a little pain? Well, actually, no. Hair Trigger Temper: This runs a gag with Sky
Tribe General, Han Ju-Do, since he tends to jump straight screaming when dissatisfied or annoyed. Kang Kyo-Ga is often criticized and criticized by his younger brother, sometimes justifiably, sometimes not. He relented after his character development, so most likely it was more of an act to fit into his father and brother. Thankfully
accepted: Most of the major cast has it anyway: Haq and his younger foster brother, Tae Yong, were taken by Mundeok, and it's really clear that it was good for all three of them... and all the Wind Tribe. Yoon was also kind of taken Ik-so, and the two cry when they part (though temporarily). And Ao was Shin-Ah's only parent figure, and
despite the fact that Ao was a little rough, Shin-A was very happy as long as it went on. Jae Ha was picked up by Ki-Gan, more or less. It certainly was better than his pervious situation. Has a type: Lily, to the chagrin of her father, has zero interest in so-Vaughn; despite being 17 years old, she is male over 35 and wild. Of course, this is
implied, because Gun-Tae is her model of the perfect person. Tetora also shows this trait to a lesser extent, as she is like the guys who are willing to defend her. He warmed with Yona; which Haq firmly believed only loved the beautiful boys because of her long-standing fascination with Suwon. In lateral content, Yona admits to feeling
confused about her style, given a rather wide gap of looks and manner between her past and the current crush. He's fine: Ik-su says this yona in chapter twelve when she was in a panic, thinking she would lose Haq too. Heterosexual life-partners: Heang-Dea and Tae-wu, guards from the wind tribe who are almost always together.
There's also Ayara and Tetora, Lily Her boyfriend's jacket: The cover photo of Chapter 65 features Yona posing with an outer hack gown draped over her shoulders.◊ also refers when she wore a rather skimpy outfit to disguise herself as a dancer, and Haq gave her her robe when she lost her jacket during a brawl at the bar. Heroic BSoD:
Yona was suffering through one when she saw her father being killed by a man she was in love with. It will take some time and using the Hack and Wind Tribe to break it out of it. Haq also suffers one when he sees so-Won for the second time after the night of Il's death. The culmination of this is an irresistible rage from which Jae Ha, Kija
and Jonah must pull him out before he kills Su-Won and is arrested or killed. Hitchhiker Heroes: Yona and her friends hunt down four dragon warriors and recruit them one by one. Holding hands: In chapter twenty, Shin-Ah leads Yona out of the dark tunnels of his village and back to the safety of his comrades in this way. In Chapter Sixty,
Haq and so-won do it like children as they navigate the busy streets of the city of Hiriyu Castle. so-won even comments that he felt like what he thought having an older brother would. In Chapter 111, Haq leads Yona through a crowded festival and back to others in this way. This eventually causes her Crush to blush as she had just
experienced Love Epiphany against him the night before. In Chapter 131, after Kuren's plans for war with Cook begin to seem inevitable, Haq does so to comfort Jon her. Hopeless Xuidor: Kang Tae-jung, the second son of a General of the Fire Tribe, due to his love of Ionu. She rejected it for years before the series began. Haq believed
he would be alone if he tried to chase Yona because of her feelings for so-won, so he was never bothered. Subverted a lot, much later, as we see her slowly but surely fall in love with it during the series. There was a brief moment when Yona thought that Haq was a bride, and besides, realized that he would never have loved her anyway
because of how long they were friends. How dare You Die on Me!: Yona tells Haq a version of this when he tries to convince her to leave him dead, surrounded by soldiers, wounded, and hanging off a cliff: Hak: You idiot... Run away! Yona: No! Nver! If you die, I'll never forgive you! Chapter 75 has a funny example: Tae-y: Do you really
think Lord Haq is dead? Hyun-da: No. Mandeok: If he goes and dies himself, I'll kill him. Huge guy, tiny girl: Hack stands at a pretty impressive 6'1, while Yona stands the whole leg shorter and without half the muscle. Kyung Tae is a pretty tall and bulky warrior, while his wife, Yun-Ho, is very small. On the villainous side of things; Ying
Kuelbo and his wife Yoo-lan have an even larger size discrepancy than previous examples. Yoo-lan is the size of any medium to a small woman, while Kuelbo should be breaking seven feet tall. Reporter: This is happening to zenon, as he is pierced with several swords with swords In the battle to defend Kouka hundreds of years ago and
is now in battle to protect his comrades from rampaging soldiers. He's getting better. Neguro willingly meets his end, being shot by dozens of arrows, after receiving a supposedly fatal arrow wound in the chest, protecting Kuren. Hyper-competent Sidekick: Heuk-Chi for Tae-Jun. He is much more experienced with a sword than Tae Jun,
often swoops to personally defend him in battle. Prior to the development of Tae Jun's character, he came across both a little smarter and more self-conscious as well. I didn't want to turn you on: At the beginning of the manga, it's a running joke that Yona accidentally does or says something suggestive of Haq, leaving him all so slightly
excited every time. It's later a lampshade in the Stay Healthy side chapter, in which zenon reminds Yona of everything she said as she covers her face and moans in embarrassment. Later, as soon as Yona begins to develop feelings for Haq, he also tends to do so with her quite often. Remarkably, she seems to react most to the sound of
his voice close to or to his ear using her name. I just want to have friends: Shin-Ah wanted to have friends ever since he was a little kid, but he was an outsy in his village, hated and feared everyone. When he joins Yona, he wonders if Ao would have smiled, knowing that he had actually made friends. I see dead people: Apparently Jae Ha
is dealing with this, just like zenon; it only came up twice, though. Oddly enough, Jae Ha seems unable to see the spirits of Kiya's predecessors clinging to him, while zenon can, but it may be a difference in the strength of his abilities. I want my sweetheart to be happy: By the time the current storyline begins, Haq has been in love with
Yona for years. However, he refused to act on his feelings for her because he knew Yona was in love with so-Won, who was his best friend, whom he wanted to be king, and he ultimately wanted both to be happy. Even after so-Won was out of the picture, he did not want to further disrupt Yona's lifestyle and eventually continues to
suppress it. And even then, when he revealed his feelings, he told Yona not to feel burdened by her, and then confessed to Jae Ha that he was never going to tell her he slipped out. Kija has long decided that she will support Jonas with whomever she chooses to be. When it becomes apparent that she probably chose Haka, he makes a
point of not bothering them until they are together. In addition, Jae Ha has always been the biggest supporter of Yona and Haq as a couple, despite his own attraction to Yona. They are also the ones who take the lead in urging Yona to think with Haq in Chapter 152. Oddly enough, Yona shapes up to get into this trail as well. She intended
to someday absolve Haq of his responsibility as her bodyguard and stated that she did not want to put in the way if he someone important. This comes to a head in chapter 151, in which conversation inside the Wind Tribe about the hack, he has a bride. Although this misunderstanding and engagement seems to have been cancelled
many years ago, it prompts Jonah to decide to tell Haq that he is free to leave if he wants to. I'll just slow you down: Hack tries this when it hangs on your fingers; Jonah didn't have any of that. Ironically, yona later pulls this off with Lily, who is also not going to take this as an answer. Not knowing the call: Shin-Ah did not know about the
Four Dragons, and he was told all his life that he was cursed. When he met Jona and Cage, he had no idea what was going on. However, despite his lack of knowledge, he immediately recognized the other warriors properly (even at the young age of three or four), which meant that his instincts were really good; he just didn't know what to
do after seeing another dragon warrior. Imaginary love triangle: Hack seems to think that Jonah still holds the studs so out, is a sign that she is still in love with him. However, while Yona may still have some complicated feelings for so-vaughn, romantic love is no longer one of them. Perhaps that's why he doesn't respond at all to her not-
so-subtle allusions to her newfound feelings for him. In Chapter 152, Yona eavesdrops on a tribe of wind talking to Hak and joking about the supposed bride. As it turned out, it was an arranged marriage when they were children, and was dropped many years ago. Hack in the groom, Ayam, even getting to know someone quite (Saki), and
the whole arrangement seems to be just running a joke in the tribe now. However, Yona didn't stay long enough to find out what and ended up heartbroken at the revelation. Impaled with extreme prejudice: The first shocker comes right when so-Won pierces Yona's father, King Il, with a sword. Kang Su-jin stops in his frantic attempts to
become king, being stabbed to death by one of his soldiers. He was stabbed to death more than once, while taking on several enemies in battle. Implausible Denability: In Chapter 151, in her embarrassment, Yona tries to claim that the forceful kiss she gave Haq was a greeting; Haq doesn't buy it for a second, though he later jokes about
it. Important haircut: When Jonah and the wounded Haq are surrounded, Jonah is captured by Kang Tae-jung, the son of a General of the Fire Tribe, as he holds her hair. Seeing Hack hanging from an impossibly high cliff and realizing that she was too weak to do much, if anything, she cuts her hair, free herself from the enemy, the last
link to her old life, and take the first step to the bully she will one day become, trying to pull The Hack up, ultimately jumping off a cliff to save him. It grows over time. Ill Boy: The son of Tae Yong seems to have asthma, which was often deadly until the mid-twentieth century (long after the series of deadlines). Sick girl: Kaya, the wife of
zenon, was terminally ill, probably with tuberculosis. I'm FINE!: Hack often this is to soothe soothe down when he was injured. Dragon Warriors are also known to pull this one, especially Kija. In one boundary: This is the power of Ryokuryuu, which is often confused with actual flight. The hack teases Jae Ha for it more than once. Innocent
cohabitation: Yona is the only girl in a group full of guys, and sometimes, she shares a tent with one guy (mostly Yoon). Innocent Fanservice Girl: After a brief reunion with So-Won unexpectedly, Yona was so numb that after she spilled porridge on herself she began unbuttoning her outer shirt in front of everyone. Hack was quick enough
to cover her jacket... and charge an audience fee to view. Intimate healing: After Yona gets some spikes stuck in her hands, Haq pours honey over her wounds and licks the honey off her fingers (justifiably on the next page). Later, when Yona's back was cut by Hiyou's men, Haq props her up against him to give her a drink of water,
causing her fluorescent blush to erupt from her condition undress and the sound of his voice close to her ear (also justified, the situation, this time). Internal revealing: In Chapter 125, Yoon, Jae-Ha, and Kija learn about Yona's hairpin and Yona's feelings for so-Won, which were the facts the audience always knew. Also, they realize the
unspoken reason Haq was never quite able to spit it out. The series nickname: Haq is known as Raijuu note wuthering beast of the kingdom of Cooke. Insult to tenderness: Haq calls Kiju and Jae Ha a white snake and Dropi-eyes. At first they were conceived as genuine insults. However, over time, and three of them became Fiery Friends,
Jae Ha and Kija began to respond normally to names. It is known that Yong treats dragon Warriors (plus Haq) as beasts and monsters, usually in irritation, but always with love. In the back: Narcobaron Hiyu had no problem stabbing Tetora from behind without worrying if he could hit his men. Later, another of his men cut Yona's back.
During The Xin Arc, a partially brainwashed soldier stabs Yotaka in the back as he talks to some people. Later, during the same arc, Princess Kuren gets an even dirtier line in her back. Both are better, unlike Mizari, whose chest wound was done in the same vein since he was imprisoned at the time. Jumped on the call: Kija was ready to
join Yona the moment he sees her, justified as he was raised to help his master, and as a dragon he has a physical desire to do so. Next is justified in Chapter 101, if the explanation of zeno is on target. Just like Robin Hood: Dark Dragon and Happy Hungry Bath attack only Fire Tribe warriors and give food and medicine to local villages.
K-O Kissing Cousins Tropes: Long-term love of Yona on the so-Won, since their fathers were brothers. Lady and Knight: Haq and Jonah, with Haq being a Yona Knight who defends her a few years before the story begins. Leave the two lovers alone: Kija do it in a rather bitter moment when he notices Yona and Hack together. Legacy
team: Yona is the reincarnation of the legendary King Hiryuu, who was the red dragon god embodied as a man. He made the Kouka kingdom in antiquity with the help of four dragon warriors, faithful warriors entrusted to the superpowers of the remaining four dragon gods. Eventually, Jonah finds and recruits Kiju, Jae Ha and Shin-A,
distant descendants of the original dragon warriors Gu-En, Shu-Ten and Abi, respectively. Prevented with the fourth dragon, zenon, who has Immortality and is one of the original dragon warriors who simply lived all 2000 years between the times of Hieryu and Jonah. As a son to me: Mundeok always cared about so-Won and Yona, as if
they were his own grandchildren. Like brother and sister: Yona and Yoon. Their relationship is more like a relationship of best friends than anything, perhaps romantic, they even sleep together side by side! Emotional crutch: Jonah for Shin-Aha. She was the first person to reach out to him and hurt her to unleash the wild, violent side of
him that scares him. As the story continues, it showed that Hak and Yona this to each other. It manifests itself in opposite directions; he picks her up, and she soothes him. Longing Look: While dancing Yona in Chapter 65, Haq gives a sad look as he looks at her. One woman who had previously intended to jump Haq noted that this was
the first time she saw such a harrowing eye and immediately gave up Haq. Yona has unconsciously done this towards Haq for some time, often mirroring his smiles or staring at other girls swarming him. This is pointed at her in chapter 95 of twelve-year-old Kalgan, who wonders if she likes that guy, since she looks at him so often, the
charge prompted denial and a rather intense Luminescent blush from Yona. Love Confessor: Yona confesses to Lily about her feelings for Hack in Chapter 124.Lilli: Well, do you love him? Yona:... Likely. Love Epiphany: Yona understands her feelings for Haq in Chapter 110, after he sincerely tells her that his greatest happiness is her
being happy. Love The Potion: In the side chapter, the gang meet the scale claimed to belong to the White Dragon Warrior, which when made into a potion can cause a drinker to fall in love with the first person they see. Yoon decides to make a small party to see if he has any worthwhile and fun more people than expected to end up
under his action. First Jae Ha has a slight taste and gets SUPER touchy-feely around Kija and even starts kissing him, then Shin-Ah and Pukyuu get some poured on them and they start stalking Jae Ha. Finally, poor Kija accidentally drinks what is left of her, and his feelings for Yona are amplified to such intensity that scares him into
thinking that he is attacking her. Fortunately, the consequences are not long. Love You and Everyone: In Haka in chapter 125, he asks Suwon if he likes Jonah, obviously, what it means in a romantic sense. Suwon answers answers but then says he also loves Haq and all the generals of Kouka too. Magnificent Seven Samurai: In the
spirit, the Dark Dragon and the Lucky Hungry Bouquet become this for ordinary people from the Tribe of Fire after protecting them from the offensive soldiers of the tribe of fire. Make it look like an accident: The official story of the late Prince Yuhon's death is that he was killed in an accident. However, according to the so-Won, King Il killed
his father by stabbing him with a sword and covered him up as such. Man bites man: Yona has adopted the habit of biting her opponents when things get rough and she's low on options. Courageous tears: Jae-Ha does this from time to time when touched, usually said something or made a happy hungry bunch. Hack does it once (they're
twice as Berserker Tears) when he hit his furious turning point. Ao also sheds a few because he knows that he will leave the young Shin-Ah behind as soon as he dies. And then there's Lily, who, though feminine, shows this after she took the level in Badass. The Sign of the Supernatural: Kiya's right hand is the claw of a dragon, and
Shin-Aha's eyes have red marks beneath them. Jae-ha's foot also has it, not that he shows it under normal conditions. In addition, whenever the forces of zeno are active, he gains weights for a while. Mayfly-December Friendship: It showed that zenon is the original Ouryuu and therefore much, much older than the rest of the gang, it also
qualifies as a generational friendship. Mayfly-December Romance: zenon has been married to a sick girl for several years since she was terminally ill, their marriage does not last long and they have no descendants. Medic: This and being the chef of the team are the main roles of Yoon in the group. Missing mother: Jonah's mother was
killed by a rebel when she was a child. An even darker example: Shin-Aha's mother could not accept the fact that she gave birth to the next Seiryu, so she helped with her own life. Some of the other characters seem to be this (mostly unexplained), including Kija, Jae Ha, Lily, and PrincessEs Shin. so-won mother, Yong-hee is or has been
ill, and so she never appears; her castle plays a bigger role than she does. In addition, Haq and Tae Yong, since they were both adopted by the same Son of Mundeok (how and why they were orphaned, were never laid out). Miniature elderly citizens: Kii's grandmother is a hundred and positively tiny. Mistake for gays: Haq mistakes Jae
Ha like this when the latter said he wants it in a flirtatious way, even creeping out other passers-by. It doesn't help that Jae Ha is too kinky to be tortured when he punches him in the face. Turns out Jae Ha just wants him to meet their captain. Mood Whiplash: A lot of the humor of the series comes from something funny being done to kill
an otherwise serious or dramatic moment. The same method is also used for drama, horror and so on, using Morality Kitchen Sink: While the Happy Hungry Bunch are some of the most heroic characters, only a few antagonists can count as both Evil. Co-Won is an anti-villain, Kang Suu Kyi loves his family, and Princess Kuran Shin is a
justifiably interested ruler of a neighboring nation. Only a few, such as Hiyu, can really be called evil. In addition, later chapters show that characters who used to be considered good were not as friendly as previously thought. My life flashed before my eyes: When Kiya almost fell from the rope bridge, he noticed how he had just seen his
grandmother blink before his eyes. Mystical white hair: Kiya, justified, since he is the White Dragon Warrior. Nerves of steel: Yona is accused of having these more times as she was able to pull through some deeply stressful or scary situations. Never mess with grandma: Captain Guy-gan. Who do you think taught Jae-ha how to use these
throwing knives? Niek: Haq calls Kiju the White Snake and Jae Ha calls her Dropi Eyes. The way he addresses Jonah can also be considered a nickname, as he uses Gim-san instead of the more formal Gyme-sama used by Kija. He doesn't name any of his comrades in names. Yona is Miss, Haq is mister, Yoon is Lad, and he calls other
dragons by their dragon name. The only exception to this is King Hilyuu, to whom he is officially speaking, and Kaya, his wife. Argila likes to attach nyan to the ends of the names of the people he loves. He also insists on calling Volodya Woldopus (except once when Wold rescued several cats and tries to call Wold Wold-nyan and is
interrupted by Wold's wrath at this gesture). This seems to be due to his love of cats and hatred of octopuses. Non-Action Snarker: Yoon certainly is. He's the only true non-communist group, but he won't hesitate to throw some of the best sense snark at his mates. No name: This was the case of many Seiryuu, only called Seiryuuu, or the
previous Lord Seiryuu. Shin-Ah was no exception until Jonah called him. Until now, the only named soldiers Seiyou are the first generation of Abi and the current Seiriu, Shin-Ah. Others who appear lack names. Shin-a's immediate predecessor, Ao, simply took the word dragon from the Blue Dragon after shin-ah was born. Ao is, as a kanji
symbol for blue, this one in Seiryuu, pronounced when it is written by itself, not in the composite word. No one could survive that!: The heavily wounded and poisoned Haq falls over the edge of a cliff with Yona, prompting the enemy to declare them dead because there is no way they could survive the fall. They are both up and about a
few chapters later, only slightly worse for wear. Noble Fugitive: Yona, who is a princess, and Haq, who as a general of the wind tribe is considered part of the nobility. As long as he renounces his status as general, in any case, though it more or less still applies. Noble Man, Roguish Mal: No Period: Prevented in Chapter 128, where Yona
suddenly receives it during lunch. This leaves her unexpectedly weak, and prompts her to punch Haka in the face when he gets too close. Close. The girl serving as the host helps Yona cover and gets her from the men. This is even more averted by Yona's comment that her periods are usually not too bad. Not quite dead: Minsoo, as
shown in chapter 135. He was shot only once, and was spared because his mother had served Suwon's ailing mother as a doctor for years. Not what it looks like: Yona and Yoon find Haq in a brothel. The reason for this is that he was dragged there by Jae Ha, who disappears before Haq can fully explain the situation. Potentially making
things worse from Haq's point of view is that Yona, oblivious to love as it is, protects Haq from others and says that if he wanted to go to such a place, he might just say so. Not paying attention to love: Yona, Yona, and Yona. She especially ignores the not-so-indirect hints of Haq, although this oblivion seems unfeigned. Even once, when



she begins to return her affections, she still believes that he remains on her side of loyalty and nothing more. Later, Haq puts an end to that, however, Yona is really tight when it comes to love, especially to the affection directed at her. As the series continues, Hak is this as well. Although in his case, it is a lampshade as a product of what
has been a hopeless groom for so long (called In-Universe as the evil effect of one-sided love). To be fair, it's only against Yona, but it's pretty serious considering Chapter 153 among others. so-Won is shown to also have this trait even worse than Yona. Despite how obvious her long-standing love was, he needed her to say it bluntly, and
it still took him a while. In fact, this seems to be a trait of the current dynasty if King Il is put into consideration. (Thus, the unnamed mother of Jonah, Yu-Hon, Yong-Hi, and Joo-Nam were not really described as Chapter 150.) Confusing stupidity: so-won, to the chagrin of Lee Geun-tae. zenon, who usually behaves like a cloud cuckoo
Lander, seems to be more serious, and he seems to know more than he lets on. Older than they look: Kija doesn't look like he's twenty and often forgets he's older than Haq. Yun-ho, wife of a General of the Earth Tribe, 25 years old, but she looks like she is still fifteen. He is immortal and thus remains in the body of a seventeen-year-old,
although he looks even younger than that. Eventually he had to leave the capital as a priest, because people began to notice that his youthful appearance had always remained the same. Princess Tao is actually nineteen, but looks younger than Yona. One Man Army: Hack is widely known to be this. For wit, in the early chapter he fends
off dozens of Fiery Tribe Mooks with almost one hand and continues to walk after he is hit by a poisoned arrow that is said to be capable of paralyzing a smaller man. When its active, zenon can really take on the entire army alone, and he has done so more than once. All dragon warriors are capable of it, and most of those seen in the
manga have known to be able to pull off a ridiculous number of fighters on their own. In fact, Shin-Ah first did so at the tender age of four, using his powers. One Steve Reach: Prevented from the previous Seiryuu, Ao, and squirrel, Ao, otherwise known as Pukyuu. This is later used in the gag. Only flesh wound: Played with relatively Hack
after he was critically injured after fighting fire tribe soldiers and falling off a cliff. It took him a few days to get back on his feet. And although he was still able to fight, he collapsed immediately after this fight and needed more time to recover. The OOC is a serious business: When zenon drops his carefree and cheerful personality, it's a sign
that something big or serious is going on. Especially in Chapter 101, where he accidentally destroys a squad of soldiers and shows that he is the original Ouryuu. Among other things, he will cease to be the third person Person.note He will choose the Japanese pronoun ore. Later in the series, Yoon and Dragons note that Haq is basically
an inversion of Stepford Snarker: when disturbed, Haq ceases to be his usual snarky self. Tropes P-T Parental favoritism: General of the Fire Tribe, Kang Suu Kyi, prefers his eldest son, Kyo-ga, the younger Tae-jung. Parental Marriage Veto: King Il disapproves and directly objected to Yona's idea of marrying so-won. Parental
replacement: Mundeok took Haka and Tae Yong as his adopted grandchildren. Ik-su more or less adopted Yong, who was an orphan living in poverty. Ao, the previous Seyriu, was the one who raised Shin-Aha. Gi-Gan as the surrogate mother of her pirate team and those who become part of it, no matter how brief. Patient left the
building: Dragons pull this in the chapter, escaping from their tent, under Yoon's nose, to join Haq in battle against rogue soldier Kai, despite being sick and feverish. He's not going well until he joins the fight. Peek-a-Bangs: Kye-Sook, so-Won Advisor, and Jae-Ha both have bangs hanging over one eye. In the case of the former, he easily
marks him as a sinister conspirator, while in the latter, it makes him look more mysterious. People of hair color: Kii people, those who live in the village of Hakuryuu, all have light/platinum blond hair. Kiji himself has sharp gray hair. Pirates who do nothing: Plucky Girl: Yona. Her determination and optimism are seemingly endless, despite
everything she has experienced during the series. This aspect of her highly regarded Haq, the rest of her companions, and almost everyone she meets, who learns or knows what happened to her. Politically active princess: Yona as she pretty quickly decides that she wants to help her kingdom when she starts to see how many problems
of poverty and corruption plague Kouka during her father's reign. Lily also does this, although she is a high nobility, not a royalty). She plays a much more active role in suppressing drug problems in the water tribe than her The general's tribe does. There's also both Princesses Xing, Kuren and Tao. They both play an active role, albeit in
the opposite way, in protecting The Blues from Cookie's growing power. Preventing war: In the blues arc, the simplest solution to the latest social unrest cannot be taken without risking war going down to the kingdom. Despite the best efforts of the Yons, war is still declared, but it prevents this war, which leads to bloodshed between the
two countries. Previously overlooked paramour: Princess Yona was initially in love with Su Won, oblivious to the affections of her childhood friend and eventual bodyguard Song Haq. As soon as Su Won kills her father, the king, she begins to take note of Son Haq and his devotion, and fall in love with him. Silent: It is very rare to see Shin-
Ah speak. Even when he does, it's usually quiet. Raised by his grandparents: In Haq's case, he was raised by his adopted grandfather. So is his younger brother Tae Yong. Kija was also raised by his grandmother after his father tried to attack him at his birth (I don't know about his mother, however). Reality comes: When dragons are
feverish and weak, despite their strength, they end up overwhelmed by a huge number of attacking soldiers. Constant interference in several major events will eventually lead to the spread of the word about you like Yona and co. Find out after Princess Tao specifically looking for them at the beginning of the Xing arc. Similarly, once
dragons lose the anonymity that being mythical entails, they have a much harder time dealing with armies because soldiers now know to target them specifically. This culminates in the arc of the Tully tribe, during which Jonah, Jae-ha, Xenon, and Yun were captured, and Haq nearly died in the ensuing battle with the Tully tribe to bring
them back. Red Baron: Haq is known to all as Thunder Beast Cookie and was known as the Trump Card of Hiryuu Castle. Later, Kija jokingly calls him the Dark Dragon Warrior at one point and Haq takes a joke and runs with him. Red Is Heroic: Yona, this is even a plot point, because its hair color is so rare and corresponds to the
legendary dragon king Hiriuu, mind you (this literally means Red Dragon), who was the founder of the Kingdom of Cook. Denial of call: Jae Ha tried to avoid Kija and Shin-Ah, knowing that they probably were with their master, and that he would have the desire to join them despite his desire for freedom. However, the moment he met
Jona, the resistance was futile, and all his attempts simply delayed the inevitable, so he eventually resigned himself to the Call rather than being forced into it. Red They, Blue They: zenon is the boisterous, cheerful red they are and Shinah is a shy, reserved blue oni. Algira is a boisterous Idiot Hero red they make Wold calm and socially
awkward blue oni. Han de (red they) is more calm than Tae-u (blue which is more serious. Rewatch Bonus: Reading manga, knowing what zenon, at least a thousand years brings brings his actions in a different light. For example, when Kai's army attacks Saika, he claims to know the secret passage because he befriends people from the
slums, although Yong says he never saw him do it. He probably remembered it the last time he was there. Rereading manga becomes even more fun when you're looking for Ao/Pukyuu somewhere in the manga panels. She is often seen reacting along with characters stealing food, offering her ubiquitous peanuts and acorns for the sick
or injured, putting herself in clothes, and so on. Her gestures are, frankly, priceless. Changing feelings for Haq seems much less sudden when rereading. Romantic false lead: The manga genus begins to install one for Haq in chapters 64 and 65, through a girl living in the village of Senri named Aro. Her energetic statements about how
she plans to jump it even marks the first time Yona is being outwardly troubled by Chick Magnet's status as a haka. The trail, however, is undermined when Aro just has to see Yona's Longing Look Hack clock with one time to convince him to give it up completely. so-Won was pre-series one for Yona. Interlude chapters that detail Haq and
yona childhood mean that Yona had feelings for Haq and so-won, but for whatever reason, she only noticed the ones she had for the latter. It seems that there are a combination of factors why these feelings for Hack took so long to surface, so-won just is most obvious. Romantic runner-up: Jae Ha and Gija discover this early on. Even if
they have feelings for Yona, they realize that she and Haq are meant to be together, and Yona sees them only in a platonic way. Royals Who actually do something: How the next king so-won plans to restore his country to its former glory, and as we can see with what he planned when he plays with Kyung Tae. The whole game not only
increased the morale of The Geun-tae troops, but also increased the economy of his tribe through jewelry, which so Vaughn wore all the players for the match, and the tea, which was served during the game, is now known and talked about. On the other hand, Jonah, who has only recently begun to realize the difficulties that Kouki
residents face on a daily basis, is helping those in need. She's starting to do it in Ava, even volunteering for dangerous jobs and bringing out big bad arcs herself. After that, she just keeps doing more in this vein. Tae Jun directly helps the poor villages on the lands of the Fire Tribe and gradually earned the respect of the villagers, his
soldiers, Jonah and even his brother Kyo-Ga. Lily actively explores drug problems in the water tribe, borrowing foreign contacts and pursuing behaves. Both Princesses Xing are very, very active, especially with the war on the horizon. Sadistic choice: what Keisuk Yuon's proposal in Chapter 178 comes down to. If she accepts, she and her
friends will have return to the castle where her father was killed, which is now run by a man who killed said father, surrounded by enemies and at risk of being manipulated for Su-Won's agenda. If she refuses, not only will they be tracked down by Keisuk's agents, they will no longer have Kooki's support and will be at risk for foreign
powers seeking to exploit the dragons. She can't even take the third option and seek political asylum with one of her allies because it risks starting a civil war. Thus, with great reluctance, Yona decides to take a physically and politically safe option and takes. Sarcastic devotee: Haq, doubling as a textbook example of High, Dark, and
Snarky, likes to tease Yona. Not that it makes his loyalty to her less absolute. Scars Forever: Visible scars in the series follow this rule. Notable examples include a scar on the face of Ju-Do, Kiya (they cover a smaller area, but just as present), and a set of Neguro facial scars (it's very easy to forget that the injury is seventeen years old).
Second Love: Haq becomes so for Yona after she realizes she has grown to love him in Chapter 110. Self-Harm: Ship Tease: a lot with Yona and Haq, being childhood friends and bodyguard Crush Haka. Yona/Kija and Yona/Jae-Ha have their moments too. She's not my girlfriend: This is a running theme for Yona and Haq, since
everyone can see it. Yun asks Yona shortly after finding her and Haq at the bottom of the cliff if they are lovers. Jonah says no. Yun pities haq. Jae Ha asks Haq after the Senjusu yuon test if they are lovers, to which Haq replies that she is just someone important he has to protect. Wold suggests that Jonah and Haq are a couple and
almost shows the kind of Tae-wu and Han-Dae, only for Haq to cut him off and say they're not lovers. Acquitted in the Wold case, as he had just witnessed the forceful kiss of Jonah and Haq. A serious example when Cuelbo asks solely on the basis of the threat from Jae Ha, if the beast like Lightning was Yona's lover. Jonah denies it, but
he doesn't seem to believe her. Shout-Out: In episode twelve anime you can see children wearing Lock, Shock and Barrel Masks in Seiryuu's village. A more subtle example can be found in zenon, who has only ever shown interest in his late wife Kaya. Slasher Smile: Mizari almost always wears one, and it's incredibly disturbing, to say
the least. Sleep Cute: Chapter 52 provides an adorable image of most gang sleeping in pairs, Yoon with Shin-Ah, Kija and zenon and Yona with Haq. The title page for the 19th volume shows Jae Ha dozing under a tree with Kija and Shin-A sleeping on their shoulders and zenon and Yona on their knees. On the next page there is a
sketch of Haq poking him when he moans about being numb head to head. When Haq falls asleep while hungry bunch shop in Chapter 109, Yona Yona his sleeping face is very adorable. Spell My name with S: It's so-won or Su-Won, Yoon or Yun, Heang-Dea or Khan-Dea, Mundok or Moon deok, Yu-Hon or Yoo-Hong, Min-so or Min-Su,
Tetora or Tetra, Jae-Ha or Jaeha, Joo-Doh or Ju-do? A little more understandable than most examples, however, given the different systems of Korean romanization. Spoiler Discovery: The first anime discovery has already revealed who the four dragons were. The manga has this to a lesser extent, briefly showing Yona after she took the
level in Badass before starting with the story. Stalker without a stampede: zenon reveals that he has been watching yona for a long time, as he suspected her of reincarnating King Hiriuu and followed her as she left the castle. Strong family resemblance: Tae Jun and his older brother Kyo-Ga. The differences are extremely subtle: their
bangs, eye shape, chins, and the presence of a mole in the center of Kyo-Ga's forehead. Add their father to the picture and you have a pretty family resemblance. Stoic: While it's hard to tell because of him usually wearing a mask, Shin-Ah is, though, his vague backstory of Flashback shows that he wasn't before (he might even make an
eye mask cry), and even now he has moments to be wrong. Then there is the Aura, which is nothing but inexpressive and calm, even when angry. Stunned silence: In chapter 125, when Jonah's feelings and the true origins of the Yuon stud are revealed by The Young, Jae Ha and Kije, they are so shocked that they observed a minute of
silence. Not only because they are now aware of the depth of Yona's injury, but also because they now understand the complexity of the Haka-Yona relationship and much of the reason Haq has always kept their feelings a secret. On a lighter note, chapter 152, Yoon, Xeno, Kija, Jae-Ha, Shin-Ah, and especially Yona share an extremely
shocked silence when Haq angrily reveals his feelings for Yona. Subordinate Justification: Usually, Haq uses this when asked about his relationship with Yona, often stating that his pay to be the reason he took the job as her bodyguard in the first place. Of course, no one but Jonah ever believes him when he believes. In fact, she thinks
it's too much. So much so that she not only refrains from acknowledging him, but she believes that she will someday have to release him. (She's finally trying ... and he stays by her anyway). Super strength: Kiya's hand is extremely strong and can be used both offensively and defensively. The power of Ouryuu should be such. It does
have, but it takes a serious injury to activate your abilities. Prior to that, he has only a strong healing factor thanks to Total Immortality. Hak to a lesser extent (see Determinator). He was able to take a lot of injuries with little or no lasting damage other than a couple of scars, but unlike the above examples, he is still very much able to be
injured. Support for Garem: It's to discuss whether or not The series even qualifies as a reverse harem, but if so, it is also eligible for this trail. Hack, despite his long-standing status as a hopeless suitor, has a fairly clear lead role in the role of love interest-receiving far more moments of ship and development than other characters. Chief
Chef: Yoon, he regularly receives marriage offers from those who eat his food. Take the third option: Towards the beginning of the series, between failure and death or spend the rest of her life in hiding, Yona decides to travel all over Kouka. It later takes on a very specific purpose, not revenge or flight, it wants to help those in need in the
country. Yona does this against so-won: while she has not forgiven his actions, but she will not allow herself to be absorbed by the impulse to revenge. Several characters follow suit, including Princess Kuren. (Well, Jae-ha already tends to do so, as seen in his backstory.) Remarkably, chapter 147 Haq finds himself unable to do so and
wants to kill those who harm anyone he cares about. angrily confess to all his feelings at the top of his voice (even parts that have nothing to do with the matter). Tall, dark and beautiful: Haq and Jae Ha for their dark hair and good looks that attract countless women over the series. The hack doubles as Tall, Dark and Snark. Team Pet: Ao
(also called Pukyuu), Shin-Ah pet squirrel. She is a border guard pet because she is crucial in helping Yona and Yoon escape from their ropes and launch their plan of attacking mercenary ships. Delicate tears: Yong is easily moved to tears. Kija has it to a lesser extent. Tears of joy: Yona sheds some in Chapter 92 after being able to
make Haq laugh again after he hit his rage Breaking Point in Chapter 91. Later, in Chapter 110, Jonah returns to the room she shares with Lily in tears because she was so happy that Haq expressed a sincere affection for her. In Chapter 124, Yona hugs Lily, weeping with relief that she is okay after she was almost hanged by Sei's army.
In Chapter 152, Yoon, Kija, and Jae-Ha all do it by earing Hak's affection for all of them, especially Yona... that stop is a particularly shocked silence from something else he says. After almost dying in the fire and lamenting the never-confessing hack, Yona busts in tears, waking up safely in her arms in Chapter 175. Teeth compressed
teamwork: In chapter 174, Haq and Kuelbo very briefly fight their way through the Gobi people together in order to save Yona and Yoo-lan. There's only one bed: Happens to Yona and Haq in Chapter 159 when they visit Saika Castle. They placed in a separate room from their comrades and said the room had only one bed for them to
There's an extra layer of unresolved sexual tension due to the hack's recent admission and and The fact that Tae Jun's collaborators simply assume that they are not only a couple, but an intimate couple, giving Yona certain spirits that should seduce a person in bed. Tomboy Princess: Once she took the level in Badass, Yona became
something of a Tomboy with Girly Streak, or perhaps a Girly Girl with a Tomboy band (she seems to saddle this one). Took a level in Badass: The most striking example is Yona, who went from a meek protected princess to a woman who would practice her archery throughout the night, shooting hundreds of arrows to become stronger
(among other things). Yoon went from self-described selfish boy to being a capable fighter and planner. Lily formed to be alone herself. She started out as a somewhat haughty, sheltered daughter of a nobleman, but seeing the power of Jonah, she wants to be able to fight too. Now, she's usually a badass pacifist, impressing people with
her words and courage (there was only one moment when she strayed from it and she really had no choice). Tragic Keepsake: Interesting case: Yona kept the studs that so-won gave her during her birthday... that same night she saw so-Won killing her father. She did so to remind herself of what had happened that night, and from a
reluctance to admit that the betrayal had actually happened. The moment when she abandons it is important because it means that she finally moved past what happened that night and moved on from so-Vaughn. The Shin-Aha mask actually belonged to the previous Seiri, Ao, his adoptive father. The fluff he usually wears, besides being
practical, is also a reference to it. The bells he wore, tied to his mask, were another example. Kija sees his scar this way. He received it from the previous White Dragon, who was also his father, and considers it a testament to how much his father wanted to serve Hiriu. He tells Jaha that he wears the scar with pride. He holds the dragon's
crest on the headband that King Hiryuou gave him. It is also an unusual way, as he says, and his typical manners are intangible to his late wife, Kaya. Triang Relationships: Before the betrayal of so-won, Yona, Haq and so won it was this. Either Type 5, Type 9, or even maybe Type 2. Haq was in love with Yona, Yona yearn for her cousin
so-won, and so won and Haq were very close friends. It is not clear whether Vaughn was ever in love with Jonah, whether he knew about her feelings for him, or even knew about Haq's feelings for her. Later, both Jae Ha and Kija seem to have a type 4 option with Yona and Hak as soon as they become reciprocal (though, without each
other's knowledge). Even so, both seem to have a pretty supportive relationship and often make an effort not to get in between. Restless Backstory Flashback: There is one for each of the dragon warriors. Shin-ah has lengthy memories of recalling the short time he spent with a single parenting figure and he's only 4 of his 18 years who
was the previous blue dragon dragon Jsc. Kiji has a brief recollection of his father, who was the previous white dragon, and how they were separated until the day Kiia's father died. Jaeha has memories of Garu, the previous green dragon who was abusive and the closest thing to the family figure Jaeha had before meeting with Gi-gan. He
has several long memories of the loss of Hiryuu, the original other 3 dragons and then his wife because his immortality left him reliving all of them. Neguro and Kuren have a brief recollection of the young Kuren collecting the decapitated heads of the slain Yuhon soldiers, Neguro is the only surviving PRISONER of war taken by Koka. True
Companions: The Dark Dragon and the Happy Hungry Bunch eventually grow so close that they openly treat each other as a family. Twice shy: Yona and Haq, once their feelings are mutual. Yona was too scared to confess because she has known Haq for so long and she is convinced that he will never see her that way. Haq wouldn't
admit it because he just lost hope and expectation of her ever returning those feelings. Even after so-Vaughn was no longer a factor, he did not want to further disrupt Jonah's already precarious life by confessing, so he refused to admit it out loud even to himself for a long time. He finally clicks and tells her in chapter 152. Two guys and a
girl: Yona, Haq and so won were very close as children. There's even a flashback of them vowing to stay together as long as they could. This greatly deteriorated when so won killed father Yona and sent Haq and Yona on the run. Tropes U-I Hot Daughter Ugly Guy: Yona is much prettier and prettier than her clearer father, King Il.
Immortal loyalty: Haq has this in relation to King Il and Yona. When the first is killed, Haq left with Jona and constantly risks his life to keep her safe. The blue, white, green, and yellow dragon gods were so faithful to Hiryu that each of them gave some of their strength to the four human warriors to protect him instead. Said Warriors also
grew up to become very loyal to Hiryuu, and said that the fairy was passed on for generations. It is also literally the case of the immortal warrior of the yellow dragon, Xeno, who has spent thousands of years waiting for his king to be reborn. The Wind Tribe is to Haq. They consider his orders absolute not only over the king, but also over
the heavens. Unequal pairing: Haq and Yona have band this with Yona's father being the boss of Hack for years. While it's impossible to know now, King Il may have approved independently, seeing how he seemed to rather love Haq. Unresponsive Love Switcheroo: Played with Haq and Yona after chapter 110 and beyond. While the
former did not move away from his feelings for the latter, he seems to have given up all hope that she will ever return them. Now he seems to be the one who pays no attention to love and never seems to notice Yona's blush erupted just around him. Stop the fury: The hack flies into one when he sees sees next for the first time since
leaving the castle. There used to be a sweet kid: so-Won seems to have really been Keet, who was close to Yona and Haq as a child. And then he kills the king and takes the throne. Villain ball: Nadai smugglers kidnap Lily and Yona for use as slaves, building a fort of their country for a possible war with the water tribe. They do not
understand that Lily is not just the daughter of a nobleman, but the daughter of the very person with whom they are preparing to fight, and Jonah, well, is guarded by five men who will move heaven and earth for her safety. Villain Team-Up: Lee Hazara, Gobi and rookie antagonist Ying Kuelbo team up to capture Yona and the Dragons so
they can be used to capture Kouka and then, Imperial Kai. Vitriolic Best Buds: Haq usually likes to be Gadfly in relation to everyone, but Kija seems to be one of his favorite targets. He also calls Kiju exclusively a White Snake. Jae Ha constantly teases Haq about his feelings for Jonah, while Haq usually takes revenge with a snark or a
quick punch. The hack also only ever refers to Jae Ha as Droopy Eyes. Eventually, when Haq flew into The Unstoppable Fury after seeing so-Won, the two of them stopped him before he could kill himself with the guards of the other side. Also, when Ju-Doh threatens to hak over the situation later, they step in front of him protectively, like
wearing a rather fierce Death Glare. Despite all their banter, it is clear that the three of them are actually good friends. Soldier Prince: Yu-Hon, Il's last brother, whom the so-Won saw as a noble and worthy general leading the army forces. Su-Won worshipped his father and sought to follow in his footsteps. Although the woman, Crown
Princess Shin, Kuren, falls into this path. She is capable of both the sword and the bow, and she willingly puts herself on the front line more than once. King Hilyuu was the same in the flashback of zenon. He is shown on the battlefield with his dragon warriors wielding a sword with deadly skill. We help the helpless: Instead of using the
power of the Four Dragon Warriors to regain the throne, Yona decides to travel the earth, helping the citizens in any way she can. Strange Magnet: Inverted with Kija, how evil spirits go... Sort of. As zenon explains in chapter 101, subsequent generations of Hakuryuu warriors have long served Hiriu too much, becoming something of an
evil spirit. Instead of being obsessed, Kija accepted them all and their desires, forcing them to actually push away the smaller spirits and follow his orders. It helps that his father and predecessor seem to keep others from getting out of control. We named the monkey Jack: Shin-A named his pet squirrel Ao, after his mentor and the parent
figure of the previous Seiryuu. This leads to a funny gag in the manga where Yona asks Shin-Ah where he learned fencing. He answers Ao, prompting Jon her to introduce the squirrel holding the knife. Shin-Ah thought the name didn't fit Pukyuu even before picked it up. We used to be friends: Haq, Yona, and so-won were very close as
children. Obviously, things went sour after the betrayal of so-Vaughn. Wham Line: Starting with Chapter 2, this series has pretty much of them, starting with the so-won statements that he killed King Il and then Haq saying he can ask Yona since she witnessed it. Kii's brief explanation of the origin of the huge scar on his back definitely
qualifies. It's not my desire to sit on the throne. From so-Won all people. I'm the child of the previous King Ila, Jonah. This is the first time Yona recognizes this to someone outside of Happy Hungry Bunch, and she says it's Kuren, the crown princess of an enemy country who has her friends in captivity. That she was willing to shed the
secret of her origins shows how desperate she is to keep Yoon and Dragons safe. In chapter one hundred and 41, I now understand why Uncle Yu-Hon could not become king. from Yona to so-won, who adored and seemingly still adores his late father Yu-Hon. This is one of the first occasions when Yona managed to shake and get an
emotional reaction from so-won only her words. Wham Shot: The series has examples of this here and there, starting with the first chapter when Yona sees her father being killed and then again when she sees who the killer is. Much later, we have the hand of zenon reaching to touch Yona's cheek after she had just seen him stabb in the
heart. What beautiful eyes!: Seiryuu's eyes are very beautiful to contemplate, but his village is afraid of Seiryuu's curse that anyone who looked at these eyes will become paralyzed and die (which was not quite far from the truth), so seiryuu always wore a mask to cover his eyes. What happened, King Dude?: zenon to so-won, to whom he
refers as the Lord King guy. He also took to calling Yona the Little Miss. The only royal he is drawn to as your majesty is Hiryuu. Jae Ha refers to Jonah very carelessly as to Yona-chan, which she does not mind. However, when he does the same with Wold and Princess Tao, Wold makes a mind. When she smiles: Haq is a rare male
example; Jonah considers his sincere smile irresistible. Wholesome Crossdresser: Yoon pretended to be a girl to break into a human trafficking ring with Yona. Why should it be snakes?: Kiya is afraid of insects; when he hears Yona's cry he asks whether it is because of bullies or mistakes. Wise Prince: Originally, so-Vaughn seems to
have it (and depending on how you interpret it, he may never have betrayed it). Worf had the flu: Literally. The Dragons all but defeated Kai Soldier when they contracted an illness due to Kouka's departure, which leaves them weak, feverish, and unsteady. The best warrior in the world: Haq is considered the strongest soldier in the
kingdom, receiving this title at a young age. It is to the point that he may actually be stronger than the dragon warriors himself; he's not set aside with Kijay when they almost no problem, despite being badly injured at the time. In an attempt to kill Su-Won, he easily shrugs off two infantrymen and General Ju-Do, and would most likely have
killed Su-Won if Jae Ha, Kija and Jonah had not stopped him. Will hit girl: Kum-Gee and his henchmen have no problem kicking or trying to kill Yona. Neither with stepping on the head of Yoon, who was dressed as a girl at the time. Mizari also has no remorse for her attempts at Princess Tao. Sey's soldiers in fortresses mistreat everyone,
be it a man or a woman. The wrong guy first: Almost the most extreme example of this you could get. Yona spends years yearning after so-Vaughn, but on her sixteenth birthday, he kills his father, thereby proving that he is definitely not the right guy. In swoops Haq to the rescue, and after a long break of emotional healing, Yona begins
her second love. You gotta have blue hair: justified. Four dragons (with the strangest hair colors like white, blue, green and yellow) and Yona all have hairs of the same color as the dragons they represent. People like so-won and Yoon, on the other hand ... Just outside cookie that green and blue hair commented, hinting that the blood of
the dragon has something to do with it. Interestingly, Yona's hair is only commented on in Kouka. You killed my father: that's how Vaughn kills King Ila in revenge for his murder of Su-Won's father, Yu-Hon. Younger than they look: Hack has it a bit, mainly because of its tall height and bulky build. It's easy to forget that he's actually two
years younger than Kiji and seven years younger than Jae Ha, given that he looks and behaves as if they are peers. Your statement fills me with shame: Mizari randomly knocks out the soldiers on his side. When Kuren demands that he shoot himself, he says that their soldiers are weak and useless, so it does not matter whether they die
here or in battle, especially since Kuren is about to start a war, they have no hope of victory. He then says that if they can't have four dragons on their side, maybe he can get his credentials and continue to serve Kuren. Kuren looks terrified. Mizari: Everyone will die in the war... but Lady Kuren will have the last laugh! Your days are
omesurable: when new dragons are born, predecessors slowly lose their strength and die. It happened to Ao and Kiji's father, and Kija and Shin Ah were fully aware of what was going on. The previous Ryokuryuu lived longer than usual without dying until Jae Ha was almost a teenager, however, he took his anger at his imminent death on
Jae Ha. Young freckles: Heang-Dea has some sprinkle through the nose and cheeks. Cheeks. akatsuki no yona characters tv tropes
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